
BBC Radio Nottingham Quizzes 

Privacy Notice and Quiz rules 

 

Privacy Notice 

For information about what data we collect, how we collect it and what we do with it 

please see 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/1xnzJ6zp6KfBnzVScgz8f22/privacy-notice 

Quiz Rules 

1. The quizzes are open to all listeners with a connection to Nottinghamshire 

(except BBC employees or employees of an affiliate and anyone connected with 

the competition). If you are under 16 the BBC reserves the right to check 

permission to enter with your parent or guardian. 

2. Entry to the competition is by applying to BBC Radio Nottinghamshire at 

radio.nottingham@bbc.co.uk .The Editor reserves the right to reject an 

application to take part based on suitability. Please be aware that sending 

personal data by email may not be secure as email messages can be intercepted.  

3. There will be two quizzes– one in the breakfast programme and one in the mid-

morning programme (except where editorial requirements lead to a change in 

schedule or a change in programme content). Selected entrants will play alone, 

answering as many questions as possible. The entrant with the highest score will 

go onto play in the next round of the quiz in the same programme. In the event of 

a tie there will be a tie-breaker contingency. 

4. If the entrant is unable to be contacted, the BBC reserves the right to move onto 

another entrant to play the on-air quiz. The BBC's decision as to winner is final. 

No correspondence relating to the competition will be entered into. Entrants 

must agree to take part in any post-quiz publicity. 

5. The BBC reserves the right to cancel or alter or amend the quizzes at any stage, if 

deemed necessary in its opinion, or if circumstances arise outside of its control. 

6. The BBC reserves the right to disqualify any entrant who breaches the rules, has 

acted fraudulently in any way or who has brought the BBC into disrepute. 

7. These Rules are governed by the laws of England and Wales. Entrants will be 

deemed to have accepted these rules and to agree to be bound by them when 

registering. 

8. The BBC, their sub-contractors, subsidiaries and/or agencies cannot accept any 

responsibility whatsoever for any technical failure or malfunction or any other 

problem which may result in any entry not being properly registered. 
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